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An introduction to Morality (MO)

™

A white paper from the Morality Co-operative Members.

Morality removes censorship whilst MO rewards activity.
Abstract
Activity online is outdated and exploited. Instead of being rewarded for co-operation and time online, users are
subjected to data mining and surveillance. Information exchange on the web is censored and personal data is farmed
and sold, at a profit, to advertisers. What ever happened to privacy? Where is the reward for helping the growth of the
services used? To protect core human values in the digital age – dignity, autonomy, privacy – there needs to be a
radical overhaul of the way technology firms operate, and a move to an internet that has human rights at its core. The
solution is a decentralised data co-operative that preserves important information, encourages civic discourse and
facilitates free private exchange, all whilst rewarding user participation. Morality is a data co-operative that rewards
active users. Users retain 100% ownership of their data and can choose when to share it (and are rewarded MO for
doing so). Privacy is the totem of Morality, no user data is harvested or sold and users have the right to remain
anonymous whilst interacting on the network. Morality is preserving important data, and is accessible to all.
The Morality network (“Morality”) helps build communities and rewards participation.
The Morality token (“MO”) is designed to fuel growth of the network.

Morality Co-operative Limited is registered in the UK as a Worker Co-operative.
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Join the Morality Crowdfunding Campaign
The Morality Co-operative is promoting a social construct heavily focused on democracy and transparency. Morality is
a platform on which users can quantify the reliability of any information they’re presented with and expose bias. There is
no direct input on what is being shown, there will be no algorithms placing ads and the Morality Co-operative won’t be
censoring or profiting from users’ personal data.
Morality rewards user activity, discussion and critical thinking. Important interactions and events are kept available by
storing them on the blockchain, ensuring that censorship or removal of information is out of the question. This method
of saving content on Morality is known as Content Persistence, a process where information is saved to the Ethereum
blockchain in accordance with a consensus driven score of the content. This content could be in the form of
crowdfunding campaigns, polls, surveys, comments/comment threads, reactions etc.
With the introduction of MO, it now pays to give an opinion. MO is designed to be freely exchanged by the digital
community, online publishers and through independent online exchanges. MO can be stored in the Morality Reserve
or sent to an external Ethereum wallet where users hold their own private keys. The Morality Co-operative are strong
advocates of users holding their own private keys, privacy is the totem of Morality.
Morality and MO together provide the public with a more rewarding online experience and provide publishers an
additional interaction layer on their digital content, regardless of where it is hosted. MO will become key in driving
internet traffic to content whilst allowing visitors to handle maintenance on the publishers’ behalf and all parties involved
are rewarded MO for their participation. MO is a utility token built on the Ethereum ERC-20 standard. As set out in CP
19/3, the FCA considers utility tokens to be outside the regulatory perimeter under UK law.
The crowdfunding campaign is not available for anyone domiciled in the U.S and Minor Outlying Islands, China,
Malaysia, Bangladesh or Nepal. The Morality Co-operative blocks any incoming request to sign up that originates
(identified by IP address) from the aforementioned locations.
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1

Get Rewarded for Activity

1.1

MO

MO is used as a medium of exchange both on Morality and independently as an ERC-20 token on the Ethereum
blockchain. The ultimate goal of the Morality network (https://morality.network) is to be a self-governed and highly
active community and MO is the major driving force for growth and self-sustainability. MO can be awarded in a number
of ways across the network for user activity such as commenting, rating, voting, publishing, taking part in polls, creating
and participating in surveys, training AI and even just being online.
MO provides:
• users with rewards for completing different activities and for network contribution in general. Active users are also
eligible for random regular giveaways simply by being online.
• publishers with the ability to earn MO with user given “tips” and through automatic rewards from the Morality AI for
well-received content. Publishers can automatically offer MO as an incentive to visit their sites and services.

Fig 1 (above): The Flow of MO*

*There is a finite amount of 1.75b MO available and no more MO can ever be created. More details on the supply and distribution of
MO can be found throughout the white paper (see Section 5).
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1.2

Morality 1.0

Organised social media manipulation has more than
doubled since 2017, with 70 countries using
computational propaganda to manipulate public
opinion. In 45 democracies, politicians and political
parties have used computational propaganda tools by
amassing fake followers or spreading manipulated
media to garner voter support.[1] By creating a new
avenue of review and discussion, the Morality
community will begin to monitor and preserve online
content thus fostering more productive online
discussions and initiatives.
Morality has one master application managing a large
network of applications of varying types. The
community can review a digital publisher or website
and join a discussion or crowdfunding campaign
associated with any URL. Everyone has the
opportunity to vote-to-save discussions and
information to the blockchain. All participants have a
chance of being rewarded MO.
Any existing website owner can accept donations
from their visitors through Morality. In addition to this,
the Morality AI will reward websites that are receiving
a good public reaction, performing a valuable service
or are raising funds for a charitable cause. Users can
search for a particular hashtag and navigate to where
discussions are occurring on the internet. Users are
able to keep track of their Morality Level, MO balance
and view an approved list of friends. A number of
open source metrics such as publisher ratings, trends
and user generated polls are available to all users.
‘Top comments’ can cause readers to develop an
affinity for one side of an argument.[2] Morality will not
remove the ability to order by best rated, worst rated,
newest etc. but they are a secondary mechanism to
order content, the primary (default) is random.
Content shown first will be randomly selected as this
will be more fair for all. Morality aims to combat the
ever-increasing mental health issues that are
nowadays considered to be exacerbated by the use
of social networks such as Facebook and Instagram.[3]
Morality is a free-to-use network consisting of global
organisations and individuals from all walks of life.
The Morality network rewards user participation and
provides a level playing field for all involved, holding
no prejudice, providing equal opportunities to benefit
from the Morality Economy.

Fig 2 (above): Morality 1.0 Dashboard
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The network provides threads that are mapped to website homes, their subdirectories and individual user created
channels (which are subdomains of morality.network). Morality provides the following functionality to each thread:

Content Type

Description

Comment

A comment consists of text, a link, image(s), video(s) or any combination of these.
There is a limit to the length of this content type which is set at 750 characters. The
cool down period is 1 per every 3 minutes and there is no Morality Level threshold
required to comment. Users are also able to add hashtags for searching capabilities
on the top level. This will unify discussion across the internet.

Poll

A poll consists of one question only with a set of (up to 5) multiple choice answers.
The question's length can be up to 500 characters long and the answer's length can
be up to 200. The cool down period is 1 per day and there is a Morality Level
threshold required to create.

Survey

Surveys consist of a collection of polls. The maximum number of questions in a
survey will be 10 and the cool down period is 1 per day. There is also a Morality
Level threshold required to create.

Crowdfunding Campaign

Crowdfunding campaigns consist of a title, description, set of verified links and a
Morality-provided Ethereum address for people to send MO. The address and
private keys are held by the Morality Co-operative until both the target has been
reached and other quotas have been met (verification orientated). Users are able to
contribute to a crowdfunding campaign through the network free-of-charge. The
cool down period is 1 per day.

All content types specified above can be shared, rated (Morality Level), reacted to, tipped or reported. Additionally,
there is a “cool down period” so that users think more carefully about the content that they are posting. The “cool down
period” can be negated by using MO to do so at a varying cost based on the content type. There are a few reasons for
cool down periods which are outlined below:
-

Reducing the amount of comments that can be posted per user enforces the need to think a bit more carefully
about the post, encouraging richer content.
Reduction of spam for all content creation types.
For the comments, it reduces the number that will exist which benefits the way they can be displayed.
Comments are ordered semi randomly in a cyclic manner allowing a greater visibility of all content (with the
option to jump to content’s original location).
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2

The Privacy Focused Data Co-operative

Google and Facebook control an ever-increasing percentage of the digital content, ad-tech and discussion portals
online. The companies’ surveillance-based business models force people to make a Faustian bargain, whereby they are
only able to enjoy their human rights online by submitting to a system predicated on human rights abuse. Firstly, an
assault on the right to privacy on an unprecedented scale, and then a series of knock-on effects that pose a serious risk
to a range of other rights, from freedom of expression and opinion, to freedom of thought and the right to
non-discrimination.[4] Users are seen as ‘cash cows’ in this outdated business model. Profits should be shared with their
users and privacy should be at the forefront of these services.
Through rewarded anonymous (and known user) contribution, the Morality user base will reap the benefits of their
digital experiences and maintain their privacy. The Morality network is a place where advertising algorithms do not
dictate the production of content or its removal. The network encourages and rewards the ability to think critically.
Morality is a digital democracy with the underlying ethos that the will of the many is much more important than the will
of the few. The Morality Co-operative governs the network to ensure that democracy is preserved as the network
grows. Morality abides by the laws of the land and any content removal will have an associated public record of the
litigation involved.
Morality is providing a new digital token - MO - rewarding (and represented by) user activity whilst growing a network Morality - in which discussion and donation can thrive. Voting on real-world events is available to all no matter what.

2.1

The Morality Reserve

The fact that traditional reserves are a fraction of total liabilities means that problems can arise when numerous
depositors suddenly ask for their money back and banks are unable to get their hands on enough cash to meet
demand. Banks in Britain and Europe have typical reserve ratios as low as 3%, so even a small loss of confidence can
threaten their survival. While central bank intervention as ‘lender of last resort’ can solve the problem, it also creates
moral hazard (because it shields banks from the consequences of unwise loans).[5]The Morality Reserve will initially hold
MO, BTC, ETH, GBP and USD - all balances are publicly available information.
The Morality Reserve provides an alternative method of storage for those more
comfortable with centralised legacy storage systems. This is not required and
users can store their own private keys and move MO to any Ethereum wallet.
The Morality Reserve offers users a fee-free way to transfer MO within the
Morality network. The Morality Co-operative holds the private key to this
account (encrypted) so users don’t have to worry about any security issues.
The Morality Reserve allows for on-network micro-transactions that would
otherwise incur too high of an ETH Gas fee to send.
All transactions made using the Morality Reserve will be publicly available
information. MO in The Morality Reserve is stored and backed by Morality
Co-operative Limited and morality.network in accordance with Morality’s
‘Society Rules’. With the Morality Co-operative handling all security, all users
need to remember is their email address. There is also an allowance of MO
(detailed later in the white paper) allocated to The Morality Reserve that will
algorithmically distribute via airdrops to all users of the Morality network.
There is a second token that will be available to users of the Morality network,
non-fungible assets based on the ERC-721 standard also built on the Ethereum
blockchain. These are known as “Morality Assets” or “MOAS”. They are
independent of MO and are further explained later in this document.
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2.2
●

Roadmap
Presale: ~6 months.. Continue development with current resources and continue penetration testing of
Morality 1.0. Beta version is finalised ready for the beginning of the General Sale.
01/05/20 - 01/11/20

●

Morality 0.1 (beta) & MO Launch: MO contract deployed on Ethereum blockchain. Anyone who chooses to
‘Use external ETH wallet’ will have their MO transferred when the general sale starts. Users will now be able to
win daily airdrops through Morality.
01/11/20

●

General Sale: ~6 months. Users will be able to send ETH to the crowdsale contract and receive MO in return.
Hire iOS and Android developers using capital raised in the presale. Private beta testing of Morality 1.0 and
further security and penetration testing.
01/11/20 - 01/05/21

●

Morality 1.0 Launch: Morality 1.0 will launch allowing free transactions of MO. Conversations can now take
place through the network and users can rate digital publishers. The MOAS Store is now open for anyone to
start creating their own assets. The Content Persistence contract is also now deployed to be used by all users
of the Morality network.
01/05/21

●

MO Hardware Wallet 1.0: The Morality Co-operative plans to develop a range of physical products to
securely store MO and other digital assets offline.
TBA

3

Content Persistence

3.1

Saving Information to the Blockchain

Censorship is flourishing in the information age. In theory, new technologies make it more difficult, and ultimately
impossible, for governments to control the flow of information - Tor Browser would be a prime example. Some have
argued that the birth of the internet foreshadowed the death of censorship. In 1993, John Gilmore, an internet pioneer,
told Time, “The Net interprets censorship as damage and routes around it.” Today, many governments are routing
around the liberating effects of the internet. Like entrepreneurs, they are relying on innovation and imitation. In countries
such as Hungary, Ecuador, Turkey and Kenya, officials are mimicking autocracies like Russia, Iran, or China by
redacting critical news and building state media brands. They are also creating more subtle tools to complement the
blunt instruments of attacking journalists. As a result, the internet’s promise of open access to independent and diverse
sources of information is a reality mostly for the minority of humanity living in mature democracies.[6]
Morality keeps information available to all - no matter what - by storing certain articles/content on the blockchain. Once
published, owners will have the option to apply to the community to save the content. This application can then be
validated by the community and if successful will be saved to the blockchain for as long as the Ethereum network
exists. Data that is stored on the blockchain is indexed by ids (article, sub-article and content). The Morality API will
expose the indices for anyone to search the blockchain. This basic API will be available for free (at a throttled rate) with
larger paid plans available (as this will incur a cost for the Morality Co-operative to run).
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Version 1.0 of the storage contract which is deployed on Rinkeby can be found here. The transaction description for the
storage calls can be found below. The data is stored as JSON.
Field

Description

Content Creator

The moderator that uploaded the content delegated by morality.network

Article ID

A publicly available website identification number as indexed by morality.network

Sub Article ID

A subdomain (for the respective site) identification number as indexed by
morality.network

Content ID

This is the identification number of the content uploaded. It is unique compared
to both article id and sub article id of items stored in the contract. It is also
indexed by morality.network

Timestamp

This is a timestamp of when the content has been persisted (not initially created)

Data

The JSON content object. It could be a comment, set of comments (chat),
survey, poll or crowdfunding campaign

3.2

Validation

Current approaches to the evolution of co-operation share the notion that any viable account must assume that
co-operation is in the interest of the co-operator. All these models take it for granted that agents are self-interested, and
that the only way to account for the evolution of co-operation is to show that it is in the interest of the agents. This can
be due to the fact that reciprocity can be beneficial to both parties, at different times, and can be reinforced either
directly, or indirectly, or to the fact that defectors are somehow punished. Thus, a rational agent is expected to
co-operate in an iterated prisoner's dilemma (IPD) just when it is in its own interest and in addition is able to resist the
discount of the future.[7] In order to prevent the upload of any illegal content, there is a validation algorithm bridge to
pass before content is published to the blockchain. Users with a high enough Morality Level are able to access the
community section and are rewarded MO for helping validate publishers’ content. This is a peer review process which
will prevent any inaccurate or illegal content from being uploaded.
Fig 3 (below): Validation Algorithm
The validation algorithm is as follows ~ subject to change.
• Multiple users take part in a single validation event (to which they are
randomly assigned). Additionally, nobody will have the ability to participate in
the same validation event twice nor will they know who else participated. To
stop anyone trying to cheat the system, each validation is timed and changing
tabs or closing the extension will result in disqualification from the event.
• The user is then asked if they believe the content violates the law and if it
should be persisted or not.
• If the user choice matches the majority - siding with the threshold of
approximately 85% of the consensus, then the content is uploaded to the
blockchain and the user gets paid MO.
• If the user does not side with the consensus and the majority vote count still
reaches the parting threshold, the user will not receive any MO.
• The threshold of the voting has not been met (i.e. 50/50) then no-one gets
paid and the process is repeated, if a user has voted on this before then
he/she is not eligible to vote on this again. If this same content goes through
the process more than 3 times then it is referred to the Morality Co-operative
to make the final judgement. The data produced is used to t rain AI to do the
job once a good accuracy has been obtained in the modelling.
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4

Business Landscape

4.1

Competition

●

Trust Pilot is a consumer review website which hosts reviews of businesses worldwide. Nearly 1 million new reviews
are posted each month. Trust Pilot does not use Blockchain and is a centralised repository meaning they can
remove listings or bad reviews. Proof of purchase is not automatically required to post a new review so there is little
incentive for a company to report positive reviews. Given the company will prefer to report negative reviews, this has
the potential to skew reviews in favour of the company.

●

TripAdvisor is a travel and restaurant website company that shows hotel and restaurant reviews, accommodation
bookings and other travel-related content. It also includes interactive travel forums. TripAdvisor has been the subject
of controversy for allowing unsubstantiated anonymous reviews to be posted about hotels and restaurants.

●

Basic Attention Token (BAT) is an open-source, decentralised ad exchange platform based on Ethereum. Brave
Payments allows users to tip websites and content creators (such as YouTubers and Twitch streamers) with BAT
tokens, akin to patronage services such as Patreon. Integration of BAT into an application involves implementing
BAT Ads, a system that displays ads to users based on locally stored data. Unlike Morality, BAT is not providing the
ability to save or review content, it is simply ad-tech.

●

Steem is a social-media and blogging platform that lets users earn revenue when they receive upvotes. Steem uses
Blockchain to provide a platform for decentralised application hosting as well as decentralised data storage. By
using delegated proof-of-stake as consensus protocol, a fast block time of three seconds and zero fee transactions
for users are made possible. Other blockchains using this consensus protocol are EOS.IO and BitShares (thanks to
Dan Larimer).

●

Facebook is a social-media giant and content aggregator. They use a controversial business model that relies on
selling user data to advertisers. This is an outdated model that does not reward users and does not utilise the
Blockchain in any way. Users are often unaware of how their privacy is compromised using Facebook.

4.2

Democratic AI

There are many social and political impacts which AI may have, quite aside from people’s lives as workers and
consumers. AI makes the processing of all forms of digital data substantially easier, and given that digital data
permeates so many aspects of modern life, this presents both opportunities and unprecedented challenges.[8]
The Morality AI project is being developed to keep the network up and running with as little input from the Morality team
as possible. This will never be perfect and will constantly be improved through data driven insights as the network
grows. The Morality AI is very beneficial for the entire community as potential bias will be eliminated and the network
will be more fair for all users. Enhancing the AI in turn increases the chances of survival as a data co-operative in a
world dominated by unethical profit-driven businesses.
Initially, the AI will be responsible for basic tasks, saving information to the blockchain and flagging illegal behaviour.
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4.3

Morality Token (MO) Technology

The MO ERC-20 Token Contract has the following functionality:
Function Name

Action

Event

payable (to the contract)

If the contract holds MO (during crowdfunding campaign)
then sending ETH to the contract's address returns MO
with the amount value determined by rate. This action can
is only available if the sale is active and the amount sent
doesn’t take the wei sold over cap.

TokensPurchased(messageS
ender, beneficiary,
weiAmount, tokens)

setRate

Owners set the rate that ETH is exchanged for MO.

RateUpdate(newRate)

transfer

Any user can send token/s to another (from caller). This is
subject to the ApplicationLockdown state.

Transfer(fromAddress,
toAddress, valueSent)

transferFrom

Any user can approve the spend of X to another
user/contract (independent of caller). This function can
then be called to transfer on the approved amount. This is
subject to the ApplicationLockdown state.

Transfer(fromAddress,
toAddress, valueSent)

multipleTransfer

Any user can send multiple transactions to a set of other
users in one call. Different balances can be sent to each
address. This is subject to the ApplicationLockdown state.

n * Transfer(fromAddress,
toAddress, valueSent)

approve

Any user can allow another user to spend on behalf of
them - approving x to be spent. This is subject to the
ApplicationLockdown state.

Approval(userToTransferOnB
ehalfOf,
userOrContractToMakeTransf
er, valueToSend)

approveAndInvokePurchase

Any user can approve and invoke an external method (for
modified ERC-20). It allows a user to approve and spend in
the same call (given the external contract supports
“purchase()”). This has the ability to be shut down on
demand by both the blanket ApplicationLockdown and the
low level ecpLockdown/ecpvcLockdown.

Transfer(fromAddress,
toAddress, valueSent) &
Approval(userToTransferOnB
ehalfOf,
userOrContractToMakeTransf
er, valueToSend)

acceptOwnership

Only the potential new owner can accept ownership if it is
given.

OwnershipTransferred(owner,
potentialNewOwner)

transferOwnership

This can only be called by the owner and will set the
provided potential new owner in the contract. This does
not give over the contract directly until the new owner
accepts ownership.

N/A

updateApplicationLockdownState

The owner can update the blanket write lockdown state
(ApplicationLockdown).

N/A

updateECPLockdownState

The owner can update the low level external contract
payment state (ECPLockdown).

N/A

updateECPVCLockdownState

The owner can update the low level external contract
payment via collection state (ECPVCLockdown).

N/A

updateSaleState

Allows funds in contract (set by cap) to be available for
purchase (or revokes this).

SaleStateUpdated(ownerAdd
ress, new state, time)

IsSaleOpen

Gets the state of the sale

recoverAllTokens

The owner can recover any tokens sent to the contract.

RecoveredTokens(tokenAddr
ess, ownerAddress, tokens,
time)

recoverTokens

Recovers a variable amount of specified tokens to the
owner

RecoveredTokens(tokenAddr
ess, ownerAddress, tokens,
time)
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weiRaised

How much wei (Ethereum) has been raised in the
crowdfunding campaign..

N/A

cap

Gets the maximum number of wei that can be raised by the
contract.

N/A

setCapInWei

The owner can set the maximum cap of the sales for the
contract.

CapUpdate(ownerAddress,
amount in wei, time)

doesPurchaseExceedCapOfWeiR
aised

Checks if the amount of wei sent to the contract exceeds
what it is capped at.

N/A

allowance

Gets the allowance of MO to be spent on behalf of the
address provided.

N/A

balanceOf

Gets the balance of an address.

N/A

creator

Gets the creator of the contract.

N/A

decimals

Returns the number of decimals that morality uses (18).

N/A

getOwner

Gets the current owner.

N/A

getPotentialNewOwner

Only the current owner can interact with this, it returns the
potential owner.

N/A

sendTokenFromContract

Allows the owner to send tokens to anyone from the
contract (held by the contract).

TransferFromContract(to,
tokens, time)

name

Gets the name of the contract - Morality.

N/A

symbol

Gets the symbol for the contract - MO.

isToken

Returns true - that this is a token.

N/A

* Rows in italic represent crowdfunding functionality, all others represent token functionality.
Below is the breakdown of MO:
Token Name/Symbol:
Token Type:
Precision:
Presale Date:
Presale End Date:
Token General Sale Start Date:
Token General Sale End Date:
Price Per Token presale ($USD):
Price Per Token General Sale ($USD):
Total Amount of Tokens in Existence (MO):
Hard Cap ($USD):

Morality/MO
ERC-20
18
01/05/20
01/11/20
01/11/20
01/05/21
0.05
0.085
1,750,000,000
25,000,000
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4.4

Morality Contracts on Rinkeby

Morality Token (MO) & Crowdsale Contract
The Crowdsale Contract allows for automated transfer of Morality tokens on receipt of ETH. To get some MO, simply
send ETH to the Crowdsale token address and receive MO at the rate of $0.085*.
*updated hourly against the price of ETH
Storage Contract
There is a storage contract with some dummy data so that users can interact with it. This is not the final version that
will be released with the network.
Morality Assets (MOAS) Contract
The assets contract provides users with the ability to create and trade collectables. Users can send ETH to the ‘buy
token’ function or send MO to the purchase function. This is not the final version that will be released with the network.
Morality DEX Contract
The exchange contract allows completely decentralised exchange of ERC-20 tokens. The DEX is currently in a private
beta after which the Morality Co-operative will be launching the DEX allowing MO to ETH trades. The trades are done
completely on the blockchain (peer-to-peer) with no need for central authority.
Indexer Contract
The indexer contract is deployed on Rinkeby and this indexes the most recent version of deployed contracts described
above. They can be viewed here (on Etherscan.io).

4.5

Tokens used as Publisher Payments

There are two forms of publisher on the network. The first is a website owner (websites have publisher accounts by
default) and the second is a Morality publisher which is available to all users (not by default).
Website Publisher
Users can interact with any existing website through morality.network as a draggable overlay to the site (if viewed
through a desktop Chromium based browser). Websites will all have a rating determined by users of the Morality
network. Users can send MO either via The Morality Reserve (free) or to an Ethereum address, the private key to this
will be held by the Morality Co-operative. The site owner will have to pass verification and once registered can apply to
take control of the MO. Users are also able to create their own thread which is hosted as a subdirectory of
https://morality.network. The user threads can be about anything (like a blog) and are treated exactly the same as
website publishers.
Morality Publisher
Every user is a Morality publisher by default and no setup is required to start accepting MO. Users are able to tip any
content that they themselves haven’t created on any thread and will also be eligible for free daily MO. MO is providing
an additional method of monetization of digital content. A study from Juniper Research has estimated that digital
publishers stand to lose over $27 billion by 2020 due to ad blocking. While ad blocking is mainly limited to browsing
activities at present, publishers are likely to face the additional threat of in-app ad blockers in the future.[9] MO
eliminates some reliance publishers have on ads by offering the chance to receive tips and rewards.

4.6

Participation Rewards

Using Morality network, users earn from their activity. MO will be credited to user accounts based on certain actions.
These actions include (but are not limited to):
• being online.
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• taking part in paid surveys. Surveys can be produced by any company, group or individual by paying both the
Morality Co-operative a small fee (ETH) and allocating MO for the participation rewards with the rates set by the
survey owner. The only item of information visible (if the user has chosen to remain anonymous) is the Morality Level
assigned to a user by Morality (to confirm other accounts are not interfering with results). Morality Levels act as a
filter for the owner to ensure they are receiving meaningful responses rather than responses from newly created bots.
No personal information will ever be shared with anyone on the network without user consent. Every time a user
takes part in a survey they will be asked again what information about themselves they would like to share (as the
survey owner may require some).
• helping to train Morality in-house AI models. A set of models to help make the system run self sufficiently without any
intervention from the Morality team. Participation is awarded MO just like surveys. The future vision is to allow anyone
outside the Morality Co-operative to request the help of Morality users.
Participation in any of the above is 100% voluntary and users will never have an obligation to take part. Users can stay
completely anonymous and still receive MO payouts if the Incentive Owner allows it.

4.7

Morality Assets (MOAS) Technology

Morality Assets are non-fungible tokens. Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are used to create verifiable digital scarcity, as well
as player ownership, and the possibility of asset interoperability across multiple networks. NFTs are used in several
specific applications that require unique digital items like crypto-collectibles and crypto-gaming.[10]

Morality Assets (“MOAS”) can be traded for ETH or MO and be collected by anyone regardless of whether they are a
Morality user. MOAS are independent of MO but are interchangeable. Unlike MO, the Morality Assets token contract will
be released alongside the application deployment of Morality 1.0 (as opposed to before). MOAS represent anything
from collectable tokens, unlockable avatars, badges or skins/themes. As well as creators creating their own tokens,
Morality will release and distribute both free and paid-for collectables whilst also allowing all members of the network to
create a set of these tokens.
Users can apply to create any number of tokens under a unique collection name at varying cost with each item to share
the same name, description, owner, ETH and MO price. Each token will have a unique mint number associated with it
and the total available to mint, i.e. token 6 of 100. Once all the available tokens have been minted in a collection, no
more can be minted into existence for that collection. MOAS can be traded completely independently of the Morality
network. Additional information can be added to the tokens such as images, text, links etc.
MOAS will be found for purchase via the marketplace on the Morality network. Tokens earned from collection item sales
are sent to the creator although the creator can set the price at 0 and distribute tokens for free. There is an initial fee for
the creator based on the size and individual price of the set created. MOAS are a fun way to customise Morality and
can be shown alongside a username as badges or on a user profile as a skin. As they are built using ERC-721
technology, MOAS are tradeable off-network and can be used in other decentralised applications and games.

Below is the breakdown of MOAS:
Token Name/Symbol:
Token Type:
Precision:
Release Date:
Price Per Token ($USD/ETH):
Total Amount of Tokens in Existence On Creation (MOAS):
Purchasable By:
Min Collection Size:
Max Collection Size:

Morality Assets/MOAS
ERC-721
0
05/11/20
Variable (set by creator)
0
MO/ETH
1
10,000,000
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5

Token Launch

5.1

Token Launch Distribution Presale

The goal is to raise USD$25,000,000 which will be all the funding required to build the network to a point where it can
generate enough cash flow to become self-sustaining. Throughout the crowdfunding campaign there is a set rate of
1 ETH = $171.3625581 based on an average over the past 180 days - see the Appendix for more information.
There is a 40% reduction in price for MO purchased in the presale providing early adopters to benefit within the first 3
months of the campaign. There are 3 ways to purchase MO via the presale process; Ethereum, Bitcoin and PayPal
transfers. Once the presale ends, it may take up to 1 week to receive MO in a given Ethereum wallet unless the user is
storing MO within the Morality Reserve.
Note: Any minor discrepancies with numbers below are due to rounding displayed values.
Platform

Ethereum

USD per MO

$0.05

Minimum Purchase USD

$1 (and equivalent for BTC & ETH)

Maximum Purchase USD

$25,000,000

Maximum Financing ETH (Hard cap)

145889.512138 ETH

Maximum Financing USD (Hard cap)

$25,000,000

Percent Saving in Presale

~40%

MO Exchange Rate With Presale Discount

1 ETH = 3427.251162 MO

1 BTC = 156723.78732 MO

Total Tokens Available to Public (%)

~35%

Presale Token Launch Date and Time-Frame

01/05/20 + 6 months, block number: TBC

Presale Token Launch Completion

Token presale will end either if the hard cap value has been
reached or the time-frame specified above has ended (so the
sale has run to completion).

Presale Referral Bonus

10% of value purchased up to 1000 MO (capped at 100 MO
max) for each referral. A referral consists of 1 purchase with
an existing buyer’s email address and this must be made
within the presale period only.

Maximum Bonus Amount (Given All tokens Sold)

49,999,999 MO
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5.2

Token Launch Distribution General Sale

USD per MO

$0.085

Minimum Purchase

NONE

Maximum Purchase USD

$25,000,000

MO Exchange Rate General (No Discount)

1 MO / $0.085 (ETH value updated hourly)

General Token Launch Date and Time-Frame

This will start as soon as the presale ends.

General Sale Completion

This will last until $25,000,000 USD is raised or 6
months have passed.

Restricted Countries

China, United States, United States Minor Outlying
Islands, Malaysia, Bangladesh, Nepal.

Location

Registered UK Co-operative

Token Distribution:
Referral Bonus

~0-3.5%

Publicly owned tokens (After sales)

(~30% + Referral Bonus %)

Total Amount for the Proof of Participation Rewards

(~40% - Referral Bonus %)

Tokens For Air Drops / Giveaways

~15%

Total Allocated to Public (Sum of Above)

~85%

Member Tokens (Vested for 2 years)

~15%

Total Mint Count (MO)

1,750,000,000

Fig 4 (below): The Distribution of MO

In order to fund marketing of the campaign, ~2,500,000 MO were allocated for private crowdfunding before the public
crowdfunding campaign launched. The ~250m MO allocated for the ‘Member Rewards’ is locked until April 2022 at
which point it will be used to reward current and future members of Morality co-op. MO allocated to ‘Admin’ is used to
provide liquidity for exchanges and pools that MO may be listed on.
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The amount of tokens in public circulation is calculated using the following equation:
Spv

Opv

T pc = ( U mp ) + ( U mg )
T pc 
Opv
U mg
U mp

=
=
=
=

Total tokens in public circulation at the end of general sale (MO count)
Outstanding amount (USD) left to raise at the end of presale
P
 rice of USD/MO (general sale)
P
 rice of USD/MO (presale)

S pv = Sold (USD) amount at the end of presale

The data table that these graphs represent (as well as the graph) can be found here.

5.3

User Growth

The MO stored in the Morality Reserve will be made available to the public through participation rewards, giveaways
and various onboarding incentives. This could include (but is not limited to) future referral bonuses, airdrops, polls,
charitable donations and network-wide competitions.

5.4

Presale Terms

•
•
•
•

The presale period will last for 6 months (01/05/20 - 01/11/20).
There will be a minimum buy of the equivalent of $1 USD for each currency independently.
Users making PayPal payments will receive tokens in return for this currency based on a fixed rate of $0.05.
For users who are using their own Ethereum wallet: In case users didn’t add an Ethereum transfer address, two
subsequent runs of transfers will be made over the following few weeks (one per week) to try to ensure anyone who
hasn’t updated the transfer address, receives their tokens.
• There is a 10% referral bonus. The maximum that the referrer user can receive from this bonus is 100 MO per referral
- for which the referred user would have to purchase 1000 MO (because 100 MO is 10% of 1000 MO). If the referred
user does not transfer the minimum value required to each payment address then the balance sent to that will be
excluded from the referrer's bonus.
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• If a user wants to keep their MO on an external Ethereum wallet then they need to have an Ethereum transfer address
linked to an account before the presale ends. Morality will send out warning emails to prompt those who have not
entered a transfer address to do so. If the address was incorrect the funds will be lost in the ether, literally. An
alternative to this is to select ‘Store MO with Morality until 1.0 Release’ in which case users will not need to worry
about getting an external ETH address and instead can use the Morality online dashboard and wallet to manage and
transfer MO. It may take up to a week to receive payments of MO owed.
If there are any issues contact Morality Co-operative via the Official Morality Telegram channel.

5.5

General Sale Terms

• After the presale has ended, the general sale will commence. The sale will last up until all the allowance has been
purchased or 6 months have passed (whichever comes first).
• The crowdfunding campaign is fixed to USD but the rate of ETH/USD is updated hourly against the live price
• Do not transfer any money to the PayPal account once the presale has ended.
• Both the token and Crowdsale contract will be deployed onto the Ethereum MainNet.
• The Crowdsale contract will be the point of call for any MO purchases from this point. This is done by just sending
ETH directly to the Crowdsale contract.
• If payments are made to the Crowdsale contract that cannot be honoured (i.e. the contract doesn’t have enough MO
left), the payment will fail. It will only allow a payment of ETH if it has the respective amount of MO to return. Unlike
the presale, the Morality Co-operative does not transfer MO, the contract does the transfer automatically once the
transaction has been confirmed.
• The rate of MO/ETH can be found both on the dashboard by clicking the link in the header or via the crowdsale
contract itself.
• The general sale will run to completion regardless of the amount of time that it takes to process. This is determined
based on all the tokens being purchased from the crowdsale token.

5.6

Budget Allocation

●

Development will consist of 50% of the total budget. This will be an ongoing cost to keep the Morality network
self-sufficient whilst establishing a user base.

●

Admin has been allocated 17% of the total budget. This will go
towards security, legal, accounting and any administration costs
and salaries.

●

Marketing is allocated 13% of the total budget. This will be both
physical and digital marketing and will begin during the presale
period of the crowdfunding campaign.

●

Contractors have been allocated 13% as certain elements of this
project will need to leverage services that may be more expensive
to produce in-house and would be beneficial to outsource.

●

Contingency has been allocated 7%.

*The allocated development budget includes all hosting and potential upgrading costs as well as bug bounties as
detailed in GitHub.
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6

The Team

6.1

Founding Members

Matt Sharp - Founding Member / Developer
Full stack web and application developer (predominantly C#) with 10+ years of commercial experience
in software design and implementation. Specialist in using agile methodologies. Mined Bitcoin and
Ethereum back in the early days.

Hugo Evans - Founding Member / Designer
Product Designer with 10+ years commercial experience. Human focused designer with the ambition
to add value to (whilst preserving) remote communities around the world. Strong believer in user
privacy and anonymity whilst browsing online.

Thomas Maltby - Founding Member / Developer
Full stack web developer specializing in front end development with 10+ years experience in web
based products and projects. Favourites are Laravel, Vue, Nuxt & Nativescript. Spends far too much
time watching progressive news networks.

6.2

About

After working together for some years contracting for early stage startups and large financial institutions, the team
started exploring the ideas for this product in 2015. There have been various revisions of the concept exploring different
avenues of development and distribution: from Java app to Web-based news aggregator to browser extension and
native phone app. The vision of the project has always been to deliver value to internet users through rewarding
participation in meaningful activities.
With a successful crowdfunding campaign the team will expand to include dedicated specialists in both blockchain and
native application development, economic experts and activists. The Morality Co-operative is working with Sans
Frontiere (a communications agency the founding members are involved with) and MSHRM (a creative collective
co-founded in 2016 by Matt, Hugo and Tom) to help manage the marketing strategy and certain aspects of product
development respectively.
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7

FAQ

What is Morality?
Morality is a digital data co-operative and tool that rewards users to discuss, organise and act.
How do I access Morality?
Morality is accessible through any device as a native iOS and Android application, Browser extension and website.
What is MO, what does it stand for?
Morality Token. MO is an ERC-20 token on the Ethereum Blockchain and is used as a unit of exchange within the
Morality network. Users can give and receive MO based on quality content within the network.
What does MO represent?
Tokens on a new blockchain that represent work done, either by participating in a discussion or earning participation
rewards. The tokens serve as functional goods with no condition to spend.
What is the amount being raised?
Morality Co-operative is targeting to raise $25 million USD.
What happens to the final token count if the full $25 million USD is not raised?
The remaining tokens will be allocated to the Morality Reserve to be distributed to daily active users at a future date.
What cryptocurrencies are accepted in the presale?
ETH and BTC are the only cryptocurrencies accepted in the MO presale. Upon registering an email address on
https://morality.network, a unique ETH and BTC account address will be created for a participant in the presale. Funds
are then sent to either account by the user and once the presale has run to completion the email owner is asked to
provide an Ethereum address for Morality Co-operative to transfer MO to or can store MO with the Morality
Co-operative until the launch of Morality 1.0.
When will the presale happen?
The presale begins 01/05/20. All times are subject to change slightly. The contract address has already been released
on MainNet, Ropsten and TestNet 1. The address for MainNet will only be made available once the presale has ended.
What is the price of MO fixed to?
The price of MO is fixed to ETH.
How will Morality Co-operative use funds raised during the token launch?
The funds received in the token presale and general sale will be stored in the Morality Reserve and be used to help
finish the development of Morality 1.0 using MO as a unit of exchange as detailed in the previous pages of this
document. This includes staff, infrastructure and services required.
How will Morality Co-operative store ETH?
All ETH will be stored in a standard Multisignature Ethereum wallet.
Can I transfer MO?
Yes, MO is transferable from the second it is received. Tokens can be used for anything the owner wishes but MO is
predominantly used for enhancing user experience on the network. Anyone has full rights to use MO as advertising
promotions and such.
What is the General Sale?
This is a sales period that lasts until $25 million USD has been reached which starts 1 week after the presale period
ends. This is where some tokens not sold in presale have the chance to be sold at a higher price. There is a time limit of
6 months placed on the General Sale.
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Is my data safe?
The Morality Co-operative collects only basic identity information about users such as their email and location upon
account creation. The Morality Co-operative will use personal data to manage and administer customer accounts,
protect users from fraud, and comply with legal and regulatory obligations.
With user consent, the Morality Co-operative would like to keep in touch about the ongoing development, including
feature changes and product updates. This is very important as the Morality Co-operative will keep users up to date
about the status of MO purchases and will guarantee that users are not being defrauded or phished by fraudulent sites.
Users can opt out of these emails at any point from the dashboard. The Morality Co-operative will never share personal
data with third parties.
Under the Data Protection Act 2018, users have the right to find out what information the Morality Co-operative stores
about them. These include the right to:

●

be informed about how personal data is being used

●

access personal data

●

have incorrect data updated

●

have data erased

●

stop or restrict the processing of personal data

●

data portability (allowing retrieval and reuse personal data for different services)

●

object to how personal data is processed in certain circumstances

The Morality Co-operative will give users a copy of the data they hold about them as soon as possible, and within 1
month at most. In certain circumstances, for example particularly complex or multiple requests, the Co-operative can
take a further 2 months to provide data. In this case, users will be informed:

●

within 1 month of the request

●

why there’s a delay

Requests for information are usually free. However, the Morality Co-operative can charge an administrative cost in
some circumstances, for example if large amounts of data are being requested.[11] To request personal data simply send
an email with the subject line “Personal Data Request” to info@morality.network.

Have more questions? Join the Official Telegram Channel.
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8

Appendix

8.1

Airdrops Begin on 01/11/20

Sign up to Morality and get access to a MO wallet to view live and updating information. Balances will be eligible for
free airdrops once Morality 0.1 (beta) goes live 1st November 2020. Add an Ethereum address to auto-deposit MO (at
the end of the presale) or store MO securely with The Morality Co-operative in the Morality Reserve. There is a referral
link to earn 10% of the MO purchased by anyone a user refers up until the launch of Morality 0.1 (beta).

How much MO is airdropped?
A maximum of 100,000 MO can be airdropped each day. This varies day to day and halves every four years. This is
subject to change based on future community votes.
What are the chances of winning?
Everyone has the same probability of winning an airdrop regardless of their balance. This is subject to change based on
future community votes.
How is MO withdrawn?
All MO is airdropped to a user’s Morality off-chain account. There is a 1¢ fee (in MO) that will be deducted from the MO
total and is paid to the Morality Reserve (in addition to the gas fee) to move MO from the off-chain account.
Revisions of the Airdrop code can be found on GitHub.

8.2

The Dawn of Digital Gift Culture

Gift Culture (also known as Free Culture, or the Gift Economy) is not mutually exclusive to any other economic system,
and examples of gift economies exist on top of capitalist, communist and socialist economies.
Gift culture has brought forth some of the most astounding recent achievements of the human race, including the
scientific research community, much of the World Wide Web, the entire Open Source movement, vulnerability and
security research, Wikipedia etc. Gift culture releases human endeavour for the good of all who would receive it. When
items are given instead of sold, the power and control obtained through ownership is eliminated.
Corporations as well as governments have a common reference platform through gift culture upon which they can build
their individual products and infrastructures. Their co-operation in building this common platform vastly reduces the
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cost they would have paid to develop their own platform in-house, and is also inevitably cheaper than paying a single
entity to do the same. The combined experience and widely distributed expertise, as well as the flexibility of modifying
the common platform to perform a wide variety of tasks, yields a better system for all.
Companies, such as Amazon, reap tremendous benefits from Open Source Software, yet have a company policy of
zero contribution back to the community. MO is designed to incentivise gifting through the algorithms that exist on
morality.network. Gifting will benefit users long-term as they gain Morality XP with each gift or donation.

8.3

Morality Economy

The Morality economy will thrive through the decentralised nature of MO and the censorship free foundations on which
the network is built. The Morality Co-operative is providing a level playing ground for all members of the Morality
network and economy. In order to perform at optimal potential, the combination of divisibility, liquidity and the total
supply of MO have been considered, enabling fluid transactions both on and off the network. Coupled with modern
technology (including blockchain) there is now an unparalleled opportunity for innovation when designing any digital
token defined as; ‘A digital representation of value that is not necessarily issued by a central bank or a public authority,
nor necessarily attached to a fiat currency, but is accepted by natural or legal persons as a means of barter and can be
transferred, stored or traded electronically’.[12] MO is encouraging a gift economy and eliminating the need for
‘traditional money’ in the context of content creation, preservation and validation. MO is used as a participation reward
for the entire community of content creators, sharers and readers.
Demand for MO
An asset will have an expectation of a positive future value as long as there is an expectation of continued demand for
that asset sufficient to offset any increase in the supply of that asset. The Morality Co-operative will be working to
increase the demand for MO and to increase public awareness of MO through various marketing initiatives.
Supply of MO
In order to have a positive value, the supply should be limited. Supply is pre-determined and coded in the contract.
MO’s max supply is 1.75b and distribution is channelled through daily active user rewards and content creator rewards
thus keeping the network running. Whether MO can serve as a medium of exchange is dictated through the acceptance
of MO by economic agents. This is initially achieved through enabling MO to be bought or sold on exchanges and by
exchanging MO for items in the ‘marketplace’ contained within morality.network. The digital population can also send
and receive MO for any service they see fit.
Value of MO
Dutch economists Van Oordt and Bolt put forward a model proposing that the value of virtual currencies consists of
three major factors; the utility of the virtual currency to make payments, the decision of forward-looking speculators to
regulate the supply of virtual currency, and the elements that drive user adoption and merchant acceptance of a virtual
currency.[13] The argument originates with Fisher’s 1911 observation that speculators may effectively limit the supply by
withdrawing money from circulation in anticipation of higher future utility.[14] Since this dynamic particularly applies to
limited issuance currencies and tokens such as Bitcoin or MO, it can be an important factor in the pricing for token
sales and stability analysis of virtual currencies. For a simple economic system with fixed quantity of tokens M mo , one
can write down a transaction quantity relationship:

(P mo * T mo) = (M mo * V mo)
Where T mo is the quantity of services purchased with MO within a defined period of time and P mo is the weighted
price of those services. M mo is the number of MO in issue and V mo is the velocity of MO, the average number of times
each unit of MO is used to purchase services within the period of time.
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Trust:
Morality allows reputation to be followed from one online platform to another. When this occurs, blockchain provides
the solution to a centralised intermediary taking control of governance by creating a secure and robust decentralised
reputation and preservation system. Users can license out subsets of personal information and can revoke access
when necessary so as not to let their personal data be reused in the future outside the original transaction. No single
centralised intermediary is able to gather, own or exploit any user's personal information for other purposes (the user is
the sole data owner).

8.4

Decentralised Co-operation

An initial group of individuals invests work and resources and accumulate tokens. At this point, the value of tokens is
purely speculative and depends on the expected value of the products or services that the decentralised co-operation
provides. As the decentralised co-operation starts offering a certain product or service, the tokens can be spent on the
products and services. People can collect tokens either by contributing directly to the decentralised co-operation
operations or by purchasing them from current token holders.
Decentralised co-operations aim to co-ordinate and incentivise production and consumption in a decentralised manner.
Morality aims to democratise wealth rather than concentrate it. Through sharing risk, co-operatives make business
ownership possible for individuals of all backgrounds. Morality Co-operative members have the opportunity to join the
co-operative after an initial period of employment and then have equal voting rights to all the other members.

8.5

MO/ETH/BTC Presale Price Calculation

The price of MO ($0.05) during the presale is fixed to an average price of ETH and BTC independently which is based
on the last 180 days. Below is the calculation used:

μ=

1
n

n

∑ xi

i=1

μ = The average price of ETH/BTC-USD
n = Total interval count
x = The price of ETH/BTC-USD at interval i
i = Interval
Here you can find the price data for Bitcoin and Ethereum:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16aVVKT-PKboaOIsD3a_GIoGPqbbAHlRI8NKSB3p9cl0/edit#gid=0
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Disclaimer
This material is for informational purposes only, and is not a request, provision or solicitation to buy, sell, trade, or
exchange any securities, deposits, or other financial instruments. All participants agree to adhere to the privacy policy
and terms and conditions which can be found on morality.network.
This document outlines the current vision of the team, community and goals. As much as the Morality Co-operative
believes that this vision is achievable in the outlined timelines, unexpected things do happen. There are risks and
rewards that need to be weighed carefully prior to participating and becoming part of this exciting vision. The Morality
Co-operative can give no formal assurance, guarantee, or warranty that the vision and statements in this paper can be
achieved as set out, as they are based on the current beliefs and assumptions. The paper contains features and
functionality that represent the vision, for which the Morality Co-operative can provide no warranty of being realised
exactly as detailed. Various factors such as regulation, licence requirements and patent issues could prevent this vision
from being realised. The Morality Co-operative cannot be held responsible for any unforeseen issues.
Participants acknowledge that this is not an investment of any sort, in any company or foundation. The tokens have no
current or future value, inherent or otherwise. Cryptocurrency and blockchain are still in their infancy and are changing
at a rapid pace. There are still many changes that are going to happen whether driven by the communities, technology,
regulation, competition, or governments.
Users must be authorised to purchase MO according to the laws that apply in their jurisdiction of domicile whilst also
ensuring that they are solely responsible for determining whether the acquisition of MO is appropriate for them when
participating in the Morality crowdfunding campaign. Users must not be acting as an agent on behalf of any other
person or entity who wishes to purchase MO or participate in the crowdfunding campaign. Each user needs to carefully
consider the risks, costs, and any other demerits of acquiring MO and have understood such risks, costs, and any other
demerits associated with MO and the crowdfunding campaign from Morality Co-operative.
The Morality Co-operative reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to change, modify, add, or remove portions of this
white paper and the terms at any time during the sale by posting the amendment on the morality.network website. Any
entities of Morality Co-operative, morality.network ltd and officers and employees thereof do not make any
representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of such information and shall not be obliged to provide
any updates on the same.
Participation results in an agreement and acknowledgment between Morality Co-operative and the user that no
regulatory authority has examined or approved of the information set out in this white paper. No such action has been
or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction and the publication, distribution or
dissemination of this white paper to/by users does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules
have been complied with. Users also agree that all the above is true, complete, accurate and non-misleading from the
time of user access to and/or acceptance of possession of this white paper or such part thereof.

© Morality Co-operative Limited Reg no. 4621

Start referring friends and receive free MO* for each
referral made during the presale**
*Reward is capped at 100 MO per referral. Unlimited referrals available until hard cap reached.
**Offer only valid during the presale period 01/05/20 - 01/11/20.
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